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DIRK BELL
MADE IN GERMANY
8 October 2010 – 16 January 2011
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art presents Made in Germany, a new exhibition
by one of Germany’s leading young artists Dirk Bell. Opening on Friday 8 October, the
exhibition incorporates new commissions and works not yet seen in the UK including
sculpture, animation, large-scale installation and the ephemeral, romantic drawings for
which he is best known.
The exhibition explores the enduring tussle between love and freedom, along with the
universal structures that shape and control societies. Bell’s delicate, romantic drawings
and paintings are infused with myth and legend. Sensual, lyrical and almost
hallucinogenic, his work is laced with references and associations that question our
attempts to make sense of the world, our belief systems and the structures that control
our societies.
The exhibition includes the major installation Revelation Night Sun 2010 comprised of
64 fluorescent tubes that produce a pulsating, inescapable light that dominates the
larger of two exhibition spaces. The work generates signals, patterns of light or
meditations that reveal a variety of symbols and in doing so radiates a dense network of
meanings and associations. In the light of the ‘sun’, our attention is drawn to the
immensity of the universe, the overwhelming power of nature and of the sublime. In the
darkness, we are reminded of what makes us human.
During the weeks of the exhibition Bell’s own car will make a physical, metaphorical and
spiritual journey from Gateshead to London, Glasgow and beyond. When in the gallery,
the car will become an instrument that can be played by operating its guidance system,
or ‘Sat-Nav’. The game inside the car is a journey where the player must make sense of
the world and create balance in order to survive. As in all of the works in the exhibition, it
encourages us to question our beliefs, our moral psychology and to reflect on a search
for balance.

For further information on the exhibition, please contact:
Ann Cooper, Media Officer T: 0191 440 4915 E: annc@balticmill.com
Maria Hryniszak, Comms Assistant T: 0191 440 4912 E: mariah@balticmill.com
NOTES TO EDITORS
DIRK BELL BIOGRAPHY
Dirk Bell was born in Munich in 1969 and lives and works in Berlin.
Recent solo exhibtions include 'PANIKEARTH', BQ, Berlin, 2009 ; '7 x 14', Staatliche
Kunsthalle, Baden-Baden; 'Li’ve is Li’ve', Schinkel Pavillon, Berlin, 2010. Forthcoming
solo exhibitions include The Modern Institute/Toby Webster Ltd, Glasgow , 2010 and
'Lost', Kunstverein Arnsberg 2011.
BALTIC is a major international centre for contemporary art situated on the south bank
of the River Tyne in Gateshead, England. BALTIC presents a constantly changing,
distinctive and ambitious programme of exhibitions and events, and is a world leader in
the presentation, commissioning and communication of contemporary visual art. BALTIC
has welcomed over 3.5 million visitors, since opening to the public in July 2002.
GALLERY INFORMATION:
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
Gateshead Quays
South Shore Road
Gateshead
NE8 3BA
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 191 478 1810
Fax: +44 (0) 191 478 1922
Email: info@balticmill.com
www.balticmill.com
Admission: FREE
Opening hours: Monday - Sunday 10.00 - 18.00, except Tuesdays 10.30 – 18.00
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